1 90	MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
Galsworthy also joined in the conspiracy to encourage
and wrote the letter shown on the next page, which as
he meant it should, could not fail to act as a tonic to
the dispirited
Shaw would write a one-act play for me, and not a
penny of royalty would he take1 When I pressed Shaw,
he made me laugh — a little rueful laugh — by saying,
with well-acted brusqueness, "The woman doesn't know
what she's talking about "
Shaw's one-act play was "Annajanska or the Wild
Grand Duchess " It was to be, to the world, a transla
tion from the Russian by Gregory Piessipoff, but ostriches
with their heads in the sand are invisible compared with
Shaw's anonymity The critics came and went away
saying once again "Shaw, of course" I had a splendid
entrance in the play— an entrance to suit the vast space
of the Coliseum stage and auditorium which demands
breadth and grandeur I wore a gorgeous white uniform
half covered by an enormous green overcoat trimmed
with black fur Ricketts did it for me
At the opening of the play, I am led on in the hands
of soldiers My first gesture is to bite their wrists and
free myself, so that I may approach the general I have
to fire a fusillade at the soldiers to enforce my demand
to see the general alone
I enjoyed the play and was preening myself that,
unlike Rama, Anna knew what extravaganza-comedy is,
but suddenly Shaw's truncheon landed on my head
He wrote
1918
"You have spoilt the end of Annajanska Why,
after I took the trouble to get Strammfest out of your
way by the window trick, leaving you the centre all
to yourself, and prolonging the anticipation sufficiently
to enable the audience to take it fully in, have you
undone it alP At the first performance it was the
only point that missed fire, and it took the end of the
play from you and handed it to Ayrton

